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Exceedingly Fast Oxygen Atom Transfer to Olefins via a Catalytically
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Abstract: The reaction of [Fe(CF3SO3)2(PyNMe3)] with excess
peracetic acid at ¢40 88C leads to the accumulation of a meta-
stable compound that exists as a pair of electromeric species,
[FeIII(OOAc)(PyNMe3)]2+ and [FeV(O)(OAc)(PyNMe3)]2+, in
fast equilibrium. Stopped-flow UV/Vis analysis confirmed that
oxygen atom transfer (OAT) from these electromeric species to
olefinic substrates is exceedingly fast, forming epoxides with
stereoretention. The impact of the electronic and steric proper-
ties of the substrate on the reaction rate could be elucidated,
and the relative reactivities determined for the catalytic
oxidations could be reproduced by kinetic studies. The
observed fast reaction rates and high selectivities demonstrate
that this metastable compound is a truly competent OAT
intermediate of relevance for nonheme iron catalyzed epox-
idations.

The epoxidation of olefins is a valuable reaction in organic
synthesis,[1,2] and catalytic variants relying on base metals and
peroxides have recently received increasing attention because
of cost and sustainability considerations. Among them,
a biologically inspired approach entails the iron-catalyzed
activation of hydrogen peroxide. Selected iron complexes
with strong-field N4 donor ligands have been described as
particularly efficient and selective homogeneous catalysts for
epoxidation, providing good product yields in short reaction
times under very mild reaction conditions (Scheme 1 a).[3–7]

Some of these complexes are also highly stereoselective
catalysts, which renders them powerful tools in fine chemistry.

A key aspect for the development of these systems as catalysts
for practical organic synthesis was the discovery that the
combination of hydrogen peroxide with acetic acid substan-
tially improved their efficiency.[7] Alternatively, excellent
activities and selectivities could be attained by the use of
peracetic acid and other peracids.[4–9]

The elucidation of the mechanistic details of these
reactions is challenging because the active species operating
in this class of highly reactive systems most often do not
accumulate in solution. Furthermore, the few iron species that
have been spectroscopically trapped and characterized under
cryogenic conditions related to catalysis (Scheme 1b) either
do not exhibit kinetic competence consistent with cataly-
sis,[6, 10] or their kinetic competence has not been proven
presumably because they are formed in very small amounts
(ca. 1%).[11] Therefore, reaction mechanisms have been
mainly interrogated by product analysis, isotopic labelling,
and computational methods. Together, these studies suggest
that a FeV(O)(O2CR) intermediate is the oxidizing species
when either peracetic acid or a combination of H2O2 and
a carboxylic acid is employed.[4, 6, 10,11] Recent computational
studies have also suggested that a FeV(O)(O2CR) species may
reversibly evolve in the formation of a cyclic percarboxylate
moiety, FeIII(O2C(O)R), thus alleviating the high reactivity
associated with highly electrophilic FeV centers.[12]

We have recently shown that the reaction of alkyl peracids
with [FeII(CF3SO3)2(PyNMe3)] (1) in acetonitrile at low
temperature (¢40 88C) led to a transient species 2 that is
kinetically competent for oxidizing strong C¢H bonds of
alkanes (with bond dissociation energies of up to 100 kcal
mol¢1) through an initial hydrogen atom transfer (HAT)
mechanism.[13] Compound 1 contains an iron center ligated,
with a distorted octahedral geometry, to a strong-field

Scheme 1. a) Representative iron epoxidation catalysts. b) Metastable
reaction intermediates spectroscopically characterized after the reac-
tion of iron complexes with H2O2/AcOH or peracids.
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tetradentate aminopyridine macrocyclic ligand, and also to
two labile triflate anions that are cis to each other (Scheme 2).
Therefore, 1 bears the chemical and structural properties
associated with iron complexes that behave as powerful C¢H
and C=C oxidation catalysts.[3, 14,15] EPR analyses have shown
that 2 actually consists of two components, a major ([FeV-
(O)(OAc)(PyNMe3)]2+; 40 %, 2 b) and a minor species ([FeIII-
(OOAc)(PyNMe3)]2+; 5%, 2 a), in fast equilibrium, thus
reproducing the reactivity that was predicted earlier for
a related system on the basis of DFT calculations.[10]

Remarkably, the reaction of 2 towards alkanes occurred at
unprecedentedly fast reaction rates compared to all previ-
ously spectroscopically characterized iron-based oxidants.

Motivated by the discovery of the extraordinary reactivity
of 2 towards alkanes, we herein explored its ability to engage
in oxygen atom transfer (OAT) reactions with olefins. By
doing so, this work provides direct experimental evidence that
a [FeV(O)(OAc)(LN4)]2+ species is the OAT agent in catalytic
epoxidation reactions with this class of catalysts, and estab-
lishes the role of steric and electronic factors in defining its
reactivity.

The thermally unstable compound 2 was prepared by the
reaction of 1 with 4 equiv peracetic acid at ¢41 88C in
acetonitrile. This reaction was monitored by UV/Vis spec-
troscopy, showing the appearance of two absorption features
in the visible region at 490 and 660 nm that are characteristic
of 2.[13] Once maximized, the addition of cyclooctene
(50 equiv) resulted in the immediate decay of the UV/Vis
features associated with 2. After the reaction, product
analysis indicated that 1.3 equiv of the epoxide and
0.06 equiv of cis-2-acetoxycyclooctanol with respect to 2 had
been formed.

The reaction of 2 towards olefinic substrates was very fast,
and in order to determine the reaction rates, kinetic analyses
required the performance of sequential stopped-flow experi-
ments under cryogenic conditions at ¢60 88C using a 1:3
acetonitrile/acetone mixture as the solvent. The kinetics were
monitored by following the decay of the 490 nm band, which
is characteristic of 2, upon addition of excess olefin (Fig-
ure 1a). The time traces were satisfactorily fitted to a single
exponential to obtain the observed rate constants (kobs), which
showed a linear dependence on substrate concentration
(Figure 1b; see also the Supporting Information, Figure S7),
affording second-order rate constants (k2 ; Figure 2, top and
Tables S1 and S2). Interestingly, the second-order reaction
rates were independent of the peracid concentration (2–

16 equiv with respect to 1) employed to form 2, indicating that
neither the peracid nor the acetic acid that inevitably goes
with it are responsible for the extraordinary reactivity of 2.
Moreover, activation parameters were obtained for the
reaction of 2 with 1-octene by performing experiments at
different temperatures (Figure S8, Table S3). A small activa-
tion enthalpy (DH� = 28.4� 0.5 kJmol¢1) and a negative
activation entropy (DS� =¢90� 2 J K¢1 mol¢1) were found,
which are characteristic of a bimolecular process with a low
enthalpic barrier. It is interesting to note that OAT from 2
towards sulfides was so fast that proper kinetic data could not
be obtained with our stopped-flow equipment (see the
Supporting Information).

The basic structural and electronic aspects that determine
the relative reactivity of 2 towards olefins were also inter-

Scheme 2. Species 2 formed upon reaction of 1 with peracetic acid in
acetonitrile.

Figure 1. a) UV/Vis monitoring of the reaction of 2 with 1-octene in
acetonitrile/acetone (1:3) at ¢60 88C. Inset: Decay of the 490 nm
chromophore fitted to a single exponential. b) Plot of kobs against the
1-octene concentration for the reaction of 2 with 1-octene at ¢60 88C in
acetonitrile/acetone (1:3).

Figure 2. Top: Second-order rate constants (k2 in m¢1 s¢1) for the
reaction of 2 towards selected alkenes at ¢60 88C in acetonitrile/
acetone (1:3). Bottom: Hammett plot for the reaction of 2 with
a series of para-substituted styrenes at ¢60 88C in acetonitrile/acetone
(1:3).
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rogated. The oxidation rate of 2 toward olefins (k2) increased
as the degree of olefin substitution increased (Figure 2, top).
Thus the rate for the oxidation of 2,3-dimethyl-2-butene with
2 was 975� 16m¢1 s¢1, almost seven times higher than that for
2-methyl-2-hexene (k2 = 144� 1m¢1 s¢1), which in turn reacted
around two and fourteen times faster than cis- and trans-2-
octene, respectively. The lowest rate was observed for
1-octene (8.8� 0.2m¢1 s¢1). Most probably this is related to
the increase in the electron density of the double bond, which
is due to inductive effects of the substituents,[1] which supports
the hypothesis that 2 acts as an electrophile. Interestingly,
these results indicate that electronic effects dominate over
steric factors in determining the reactivity of 2 towards
olefins. It is also particularly interesting that the relative
reactivity was configuration-dependent and that the cis
isomer was more prone to oxidation than the trans analogue,
and reacted up to eight times faster in the case of 2-octene.

The impact of electronic effects in defining the relative
reactivity of olefins with 2 was further studied in a systematic
manner by analyzing the reaction rates for the reaction of 2
with several para-substituted styrenes. The logarithm of the
second-order rate constants of the decay was plotted against
the Hammett para substituent constants, s+, affording a good
correlation (R = 0.95) and a negative slope (1) of ¢1.4� 0.2
(Figure 2, bottom; see also Table S4). The negative 1 value
confirms the electrophilic character of 2 in OAT reac-
tions,[16, 17] which is in agreement with the increase in reactivity
with increased olefin substitution (Figure 2, top).

Compound 1 acts as a catalyst in the epoxidation of
olefins. The catalytic oxidation of excess 1-octene (100 equiv)
at room temperature with peracetic acid (20 equiv) as the
oxidant and 1 as the catalyst afforded 1-octene oxide as the
major product (12 TON; TON = turnover number) and the
corresponding hydroxyacetate as the minor product (3 TON).
Both compounds are proposed to be formed by the reaction
of in situ generated 2 with the olefin. Comparison of the
catalytic results obtained with the 1/AcOOH system
(1:10:100, 1/AcOOH/substrate, ¢60 88C) with the kinetic
data gathered for the reaction of 2 with alkenes demonstrates
the relevance of 2 in catalytic epoxidation reactions. The
selectivities of the 1/AcOOH catalytic reactions could be
extracted from the competitive epoxidation of pairs of olefins
(alkeneA and alkeneB) in acetonitrile/acetone (1:3) at ¢60 88C.
Three different competition experiments were performed:
styrene vs. 1-octene, cis-cyclooctene vs. cis-2-octene, and cis-
vs. trans-2-octene (Figure 3). Blank experiments showed that
under these experimental conditions, uncatalyzed epoxida-
tion is negligible (< 3% with respect to the oxidant).
Interestingly, the reactions occurred with stereoretention,
and the relative amounts of the two epoxides formed after
each competition reaction (epoxideA/epoxideB) reasonably
matched the ratios of the corresponding k2 values measured
individually for the reaction of 2 with each olefin (k2

A/k2
B).

This remarkable agreement provides strong evidence that 2
constitutes the active species responsible for OAT in these
catalytic epoxidations.

Aside from its selectivity, the fast reactivity of 2 is also
consistent with a catalytically competent intermediate. The
reaction rates of 2 towards alkenes are especially impressive

when compared to other iron–oxygen species. It must be kept
in mind that comparison with these compounds is not
straightforward, as the oxidation state of the metal and the
ligands, oxidants, and reaction conditions employed are not
equivalent. Furthermore, a cautious note is warranted; iron-
catalyzed epoxidations using other tetra- or pentadentate
ligands have been studied, and alternative reaction mecha-
nisms have been proposed. In most of these cases, the lack of
accumulation of the OAT species, which is presumably very
reactive, prevents comparison.[3,4, 6, 15, 24] With these limitations
in mind, 2 can be ranked among the different types of iron–
oxygen species for which second-order reaction rates for OAT
reactions have been determined (Table 1, Figure 4). The

iron(IV) oxo complexes 3[18] and 4,[19] bearing pyridine-
containing macrocyclic ligands, and 5 with a N2S2 thioether
ligand[20] exhibit rates that are three to four orders of
magnitude lower than 2, but these reactions were carried
out at much higher temperatures. The same difference in
reactivity was observed for the iron(IV) oxo complex 6, which
bears a pentadentate N4Py ligand, in the presence of triflic
acid.[21] Compound 2 also shows higher reaction rates than the
more reactive S = 2 iron(IV) oxo complex 7, which was

Figure 3. Intermolecular competitive epoxidation of pairs of olefins
(alkeneA and alkeneB) by the 1/AcOOH catalytic system. EpoxideA/
epoxideB : ratio of the epoxideA and epoxideB products determined by
GC analysis. k2

A/k2
B : ratio of the second-order rate constants for the

reaction of 2 with alkeneA (k2
A) and alkeneB (k2

B) in acetonitrile/acetone
(1:3) at ¢60 88C determined by stopped-flow analysis.

Table 1: Second-order rate constants (k2) for the reaction of 2 and
selected mononuclear iron–oxygen species with 1-octene, styrene, and
cis-cyclooctene (see Figure 4 for the structures of compounds 3–9).

Catalyst T [88C] k2 [m¢1 s¢1] Ref.
1-octene styrene cyclooctene

2 ¢60 8.8�0.2 149�3 375�15 this work
3 0 – – 0.45 [18]
4 20 – – 0.032 [19]
5 25 – 0.026 – [20]
6[a] 25 – 0.043�0.003 – [21]
7 ¢40 5.3 – 3.3 [22]
8 RT – 148�8.1 29�3.6 [17]
9 ¢60 – 0.4 – [23]

[a] Proton-coupled electron transfer (PCET) in the presence of HOTf.
Compound 6 itself cannot oxidize styrene.
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recently reported by Que and co-workers, and shows an
oxidation rate for 1-octene (5.4m¢1 s¢1 at¢40 88C) that is of the
same order of magnitude as that for 2 (8.8m¢1 s¢1 at ¢60 88C).
However, the rate of cis-cyclooctene oxidation by 3 is two
orders of magnitude lower than for 2.[22] The rate obtained for
cis-cyclooctene oxidation by the TAML oxo iron(V) species 8
(29m¢1 s¢1 at 25 88C)[17] is still ten times lower than that for 2 at
¢60 88C (375m¢1 s¢1 at ¢60 88C) without correcting for the 80 88C
difference, meaning that 2 reacts much faster than 8.
Interestingly, the recently reported high-spin iron(III) acyl-
peroxo complex 9 oxidizes styrene almost 400 times slower
than 2.[23] This reactivity difference is especially striking
because it further highlights that the cleavage of the O¢O
bond is crucial for creating a uniquely powerful oxidation
agent. Other iron(III) acylperoxo species have been reported
but they proved to be either sluggish oxidants in OAT,[25]

kinetically incompetent to perform this chemistry,[10] or no
reactivity studies have been undertaken.[26–28] The latter
include Fe complexes based on pyridinophane ligands struc-
turally related to PyNMe3, for which no direct evaluation of
the reactivity of the spectroscopically trapped iron–oxygen
species was reported, and no direct comparison can be
established with the current system.[28, 29] Finally, the superior
reactivity of 2 is also illustrated by its faster reaction (2 or 3
orders of magnitude) when compared to synthetic iron(IV)
oxo porphyrin radical species, which reproduce the electronic
structure of compound I of cytochrome P450 and related
enzymes (see the Supporting Information).[30, 31]

Overall, compound 2 stands out amongst all previously
reported iron–oxygen species for olefin oxidation. Further-
more, our observations provide experimental support for the
proposal that the acetic acid effect in iron-catalyzed epox-
idations is (at least partially) due to facilitating the O¢O
heterolytic cleavage to form a highly reactive iron(V) oxo
acetato complex such as 2.[32]

In conclusion, 2 is an exceedingly reactive compound with
second-order reaction rate constants that, to the best of our
knowledge, render this molecule the fastest OAT agent
described to date. Most significantly, the agreement between
the reaction rates determined by stopped-flow analysis and
the selectivity properties of 2 under catalytic epoxidation
conditions provide solid evidence that it is a truly competent
intermediate and a plausible OAT agent with broad relevance
in biologically inspired nonheme iron oxidation catalysis.
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